
SATURDAYS
From October until the end of February, the club 
spins on a Saturday are  mentored by 
experienced members. We would hope to have 
2-3 groups every week to cater for the different 
objectives of club members.

The club spins will be leaving at 9.30am sharp 
from Rathfarnham at Taylors Lane Car Park, 
 see googlemaps link below: 

https://www.google.ie/maps/
@53.2815454,-6.2800396,98m/data=!3m1!
1e3

 or from Park Vale: 

https://www.google.ie/maps/
place/16+Sandyford+Rd,+Dub-
lin/@53.2809393,-6.2327626,98m/
data=!3m1!1e3!4m2!3m1!1s0x4867099fbf-
052b11:0xfa91e3c5b96e397d

The routes will be generally flat rolling roads 
in order to help keep the groups together. The 
speed of the groups will be dictated by many 
factors, weather, type of roads fitness of riders 
so it is difficult to give average speeds for the 
groups.

SUNDAYS 
On Sundays a third group will meet to form the 
Touring/Beginners spins. Routes will be 50-80k 
and on mainly flat roads. This is the default spin 
for any new members before progressing to 
Group 1 or 2.

SPIN INFORMATION & ADVICE
Below we have set out some information and 
advice, which will hopefully help all members 
to get the most out of their spins with the club. 
Most of this will be covered at the forthcoming 
training day in Corkagh Park – date TBC and if 
you miss that don’t be afraid to ask questions 
from the more experienced club members.

GROUP 1  
Sportive & Club League  
(Limit & Semi-limit) 

This group is aimed at riders who are relatively 
new to racing and those aiming to ride some 
sportives next year. This group will not be 
stopping at shops so ensure you bring enough 
food and water. Distances will build up slowly 
over the winter and will incorporate some steady 
group intervals as the winter progresses.

ST TIERNANS CYCLING CLUB WINTER SPINS GUIDE

INTRODUCTION

Everybody has different objectives for their weekend spin whether it 
is training to race next year at whatever level, ride sportives like the 
Etape or An Post series, improve their fitness and bike handling or 
just to get out for a social spin while keeping fit. St Tiernans would 
like to cater for all these objectives on the Saturday and Sunday 
spins during the winter while ensuring a safe and enjoyable day for 
all members.

https://www.google.ie/maps/@53.2815454,-6.2800396,98m/data=!3m1!1e3
https://www.google.ie/maps/place/16+Sandyford+Rd,+Dublin/@53.2809393,-6.2327626,98m/data=!3m1!1e3!4m2!3m1!1s0x4867099fbf052b11:0xfa91e3c5b96e397d


GROUP 2  
Racing & Club League  
(Semi-scratch & Scratch) 

This group will consist of riders who have 
open raced at least one season and the more 
experienced racing cyclists. Again this group 
will not incorporate stops and distances will 
build up over the winter. From November 
onwards this group will complete some training 
drills during their Saturday spins.

GROUP 3  
Touring & Beginners 
 

This group will mainly be made up of touring and 
new riders and will incorporate a shop/coffee 
stop on most spins weather permitting. 
Distance will range from 50 – 80k as the season 
progresses. – Contact Daragh O’Toole (Club 
Secretary) with any questions regarding this 
group.

An interesting article on winter training is 
posted here explaining the purpose of base 
winter training:

http://www.stickybottle.com/latest-news/by-
tommy-evans-base-training-for-right-now-and-
turbo-training-tips/

It is important to remember that the Saturday 
club spin is only one training day of the week 
and should not turn into a race.

GROUP ETIQUETTE
It is important to remember that riding in a 
group during the winter is not like a race or a 
sportive. You must always consider the other 
riders in the group and try to ride as one unit. 
Remember that you are providing shelter to the 
rider behind you while getting shelter from the 
rider in front.

Riders should always have their hands 
positioned close to their brake levers when 
riding in a group. For example, riding like this on 
a club spin is not appropriate:

 When riding up and over maintain the same 
pace and try not to surge.

When riding in a group it is important to 
maintain a steady pace with no sudden 
accelerations or jumps out of the saddle. Try to 
maintain a straight line and keep as smooth as 
possible with no changes in direction.

It may sometimes necessary to single out on 
narrow roads or in traffic and common sense 
should be used although sometimes it easier for 
a car to pass a group when you are two abreast 
as it is shorter to overtake.

While the club will try and balance the groups 
there will, however, always be different levels 
of ability/fitness within a group of riders. It is 
important therefore that the pace of the group is 
controlled during the spin and does not become 
a race. 

On flat roads it is fairly straightforward to keep 
the pace steady, however it is important not to 
push the pace too much on drags/hills and if 
you are on the front of the group on a decent/

http://www.stickybottle.com/latest-news/by-tommy-evans-base-training-for-right-now-and-turbo-training-tips/


downhill it is important to push on in big gears 
to avoid the group freewheeling and having 
to brake behind you. Avoid racing up hills and 
freewheeling down the other side!

If you are finding that you are one of the 
stronger riders in the group then you can get 
more out of the ride by pushing a bigger gear on 
any drags (while maintaining the same pace) 
and also by taking slightly longer turns on the 
front.

If you are finding the pace a bit tough then take 
shorter turns at the front or miss a couple. 

Ease back on the drags/hills (ride within 
yourself) and chase back on the descents.

GROUP RULES
• Call out or point to any obstructions

on the road, glass, potholes, parked cars
and pedestrians (No need to shout out too
loudly though as this can cause panic in
the group).

• Do not run red lights. This is particularly
important when you are at the front of
the group setting pace. Be aware of the
lights ahead changing and warn the riders
behind with a hand signal to stop.

• Avoid half wheeling the rider beside you
when at the front. This is when you ride
half a wheel in front of the person beside
you always increasing the pace when they
try and draw level with you (this activity
can quickly lose you friends)

• Never stop on your own for a toilet
break. This disrupts the group’s rhythm
and riders end up getting lost. Instead,
agree an appropriate stopping point with
the group leaders beforehand and stop as
a group.

• Fit mudguards to your bike. See YOUR
BIKE for reasons why.

ROAD POSITION
STCC Groups use pace line formations to 
enhance their safety and to move faster as 
a group. The safety part only works when 
everyone knows what they are doing in the 
formation, and are not trying to ride above their 
ability level. Those who do not know what they 
are doing will do things that violate pace line 
rules, and could easily lead to a crash. Those 
riding above their ability level will have trouble 
executing all of the necessary maneuvers and 
as a result may cause a crash. 

SINGLE DOUBLE ROTATING ECHELON



TYPES OF PACELINES

Double Pace line

This will be the standard pace line used by STCC 
Groups 1 and 2 on wider roads this winter. It 
helps eliminate the Winter Warrior’s favorite 
pastimes of “half wheeling” and “surging” as 
riders reach the front.  As riders are four abreast 
at times this pace line is not suitable for riding 
on narrower roads.

Rotating pace line

A more advanced formation that is used by 
groups is the Rotating Pace Line. Generally, this 
is a two column formation where one column 
moves faster than the other. The lead rider in 
the faster column will always be moving over to 
the slower column, and the last rider in the slow 
column will always be moving over to the fast 
column. Ideally, the line most sheltered from the 
wind will move faster than the other line.

An important point about this formation is that 
everyone in it must operate at the SAME level. A 
strong rider will have to back off to not put too 
much stress on the weakest rider participating 
in the rotation. The group MUST operate at 
the comfort level of the weakest rider to avoid 
dangerous conditions. This formation is best 
for groups of from six to sixteen well matched 
riders. The formation is not a good idea when 
there is a wide range of abilities in the group.

DRILLS 
SEE GROUP 1 & 2 SPIN SCHEDULE FOR 
REFERENCE

In November we will begin to introduce training 
drills into each Saturday spin for Group 2 (and in 
some cases Group 1). These drills will include:

Rotating pace line – see above.

2 x pace line TT – each line is a Team. The 
front rider will spend 1mins at the front before 
peeling off in Double Pace line formation. The 
aim is to pair riders of similar ability starting with 
the weakest and finishing with the strongest 
two riders in the group racing each other for 
1minute. The group will normally splinter so 
must reform after the last pair complete their 1 
minute interval.

10 Secs Sprints – front pair sprints for 10 secs, 
followed by the next pair etc. Each pair sprints 
only once. The group must reform after the last 
pair have completed their 10 sec sprint.

Hill climb – in mid to late winter a 2-5km hill will 
be introduced during the second half of the spin. 
Each rider will ride up at their own TT pace. The 
riders reaching the top first must turnaround, 
ride back to the slowest rider and finish the 
climb with them. Riders should not wait at the 
top or ride on.



WHAT TO BRING
•  You should make sure you bring enough

food and water/drinks with you for the
spin.

•  You should also have two spare tubes, tyre
levers and two CO2 canisters/compact
pump.

•  The group will rarely make a stop at a shop
but always carry some money and a mobile
phone in case you get into difficulties.

YOUR BIKE
Some riders will have a second bike for the 
winter with mudguards fitted. If you have only 
one bike then buy some mudguards to fit to 
it for the winter. There is nothing worse than 
getting mud sprayed in your face from the rider 
in front of you. On a wet day on a country road 
slurry etc from farms can end up in your mouth 
or eyes. This has been the cause of stomach 
bugs and eye infections in the past. Mudguards 
are available to fit all racing bikes.

You should ensure that your bike is well 
maintained. 

Check your tyres for wear and tear every few 
weeks and replace them before they are too 
worn. Ensure your tyres are inflated to the 
correct pressure with a track pump before every 
spin.(This is written on the sidewall of the tyre). 
Gatorksins are puncture resistant but are no 
good in the wet. A good tradeoff between grip 
and puncture resistance is the Continental 
GP4Seasons tyre.

Make sure your chain is lubricated and check 
for wear on you brake blocks.


